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Quickly solve challenges  
with 1-Point Accelerators.
1-Point Accelerators offer more ways for you to conquer minor challenges without  
a significant time commitment. From simple help getting started to learning how  
to use Lightning Desktop Design, these work sessions focus on tackling certain tasks  
that keep you from realizing the full potential of your Salesforce solutions.

ACCELERATORS

Getting Started With Sales Cloud

Get Sales Cloud up and running, faster. 
Learn how to set up and customize Sales Cloud, faster. Our specialists will  
help you configure two out-of-the-box objects, and show you how to modify  
a field, change a page layout, add help text, create a custom field, modify a  
picklist, and build a basic report. With these key tools in hand, you’ll be up  
and running quickly.

OUTCOMES

With this Accelerator, you will have:

•  Faster ramp up with Sales Cloud

•  Increased customization capability
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Service Cloud Macros To Cleanup Cases

Marketing Cloud Sentiment Tuning Quickstart

Clean up your case queue with Service Cloud macros. 
How would you like a clean, organized case queue? With this Accelerator,  
we can help you handle, organize, and assign cases by utilizing bulk macros  
more effectively. We’ll show you how to use bulk macros to remove duplicate, 
junk, or redundant cases, helping your team work more efficiently, close cases 
faster, and reduce service response times.

Get the right sentiment by customizing Marketing Cloud tools. 
Learn how to fine-tune your sentiment measures to your company’s needs.  
With this Accelerator, you’ll learn how to tune tenant level sentiment outside of  
Marketing Cloud’s default dictionary words and weights. The results will be a 
more accurate measurement of your customer’s feelings towards your business.

OUTCOMES

Instructions and best practices will 
be provided to set up bulk macros 
and assign them to the appropriate 
agent(s) for execution. A cleaner case 
queue will result in a more efficient 
service center through:

•  Improved agent effectiveness

•  Reduced time to close cases

•  Reduced service response time

OUTCOMES

You will understand how to tune your  
identified posts for increased accuracy.

Salesforce Utilization Scorecard

Find out the health of your Salesforce org. 
Get a view of the health of specific parts of your org, so you can plan for  
larger initiatives. This Accelerator will teach you how to generate a scorecard  
for adoption, utilization, and key configuration topics. If you’ve used Salesforce 
for a few years, this is a great way to get a view into what’s working, and get  
recommendations for how to resolve specific challenges.

OUTCOMES

Readout of the health of the org  
and how successfully the customer 
is using their investment. We will also 
provide specific recommendations 
to guide the customer to resolve any 
challenge areas.
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Salesforce1 Mobile Starter Kit For Field Sales

Give your reps the tools they need to sell on the go. 
Help your field sales reps get all the information they need while they’re on  
the go. This Accelerator will show you how to increase your team’s efficiency  
and productivity by leveraging the full power of the Salesforce1 mobile app. 
We’ll help your reps learn how to find, manage, and use data, along with  
some common ways reps can use the tool when they get rolling on mobile.

OUTCOMES

Recommendations on how to build:

•  An account list view based on sales 
rep activity criteria, optimized for 
mobile access

•  Publisher actions with suggestions for 
designing custom actions for “Log a 
Call,” “New Task” and “New Event”

•  An opportunity quick action to 
update the stage, amount, close 
date, and/or next steps
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Sales Wave Starter Kit

Set up your Sales Wave for success. 
If you’re new to Sales Wave Analytics, we can help you get up and running quickly.  
Our specialists will guide you through the set up, share best practices, and show 
you how the tool can impact your business. With our assistance, you’ll reduce 
your administrative time, increase sales rep reporting efficiency, and improve the 
quality and timeliness of management information.

OUTCOMES

With this Accelerator, you will:

•  Reduce administrative time and 
costs spent on customer research

•  Increase sales rep reporting efficiency

•  Improve quality, availability 
and timeliness of management 
information


